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Abstract—Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) are facing with
various network design challenges while evaluating the location of
cell sites in large geographical areas. For this, network planning
experts need to consider many dimensions in order to come
up with the most appropriate scoring list when building new
network sites. In this paper, we utilize a simple additive weighting
methodology for assessing the performance of cellular sites in
order to explore the possible deployment of base stations in large
geographical areas according to the their cost scores. We utilize
data from a real life measurement and show score distribution
of each cell site in a large geographical service area of a major
MNO in Turkey.
Index Terms—network planning, site evaluation, cellular networks, cell ranking.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Several factors are important for Mobile Networks Operators (MNOs) to plan their network infrastructure locations
more efficiently in order to gain competitive benefits, improve
network utilization and bring more revenue. For achieving this
task, MNOs need to be able to have the capability to analyze
and monitor the performance of their network constantly for
better infrastructure efficiency as well better user experience.
In order to achieve this, various factors such as performance
key performance indicators (KPIs) and traffic to/from Base
Stations (BSs), per site revenues, per site installation and
operation cost, customer experience data, etc. need to be investigated using smart and practical evaluation methodologies.
Improving the network utilization, Return on Investments
(ROIs), customer satisfaction figures, minimizing capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenditure (OPEX) and
increasing Average Revenue Per Unit (ARPU) are some of
the the ultimate goals of the MNOs. Based on the utilized and
available data, network related tool sets and business strategies,
customized site evaluations can be performed over different
geographical areas. MNOs need to constantly evaluate the
score of their BSs and take preventive measures against potential revenue decrease or unexpected breakdowns in order to
improve their brand. On the other hand, radio access network
planning is still an important challenge for MNOs. Without
having proper ranking of cell sites, MNOs will have to wait
longer time to improve their network infrastructure which can

result in diminishing effects such as reduced user experience
and increased churn rates.
There are various works that have investigated network capacity planning and improvements in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. Using a smart planning methodology, MNOs can select the best site locations to minimize
the cost of new base stations using methods such as tabu
search [1] and genetic algorithm [2]. The impact of impact of
BS deployment strategies on the power consumption of mobile
radio networks is investigated in [3]. The authors in [5] study
a heuristic approach based on evolutionary algorithms for BS
positioning problem. An approach that performs automatic BS
planning while considering the coverage and traffic demands
is proposed in [6]. The authors in [7] have investigated data
analysis and visualization techniques in order to identify cellular coverage identification using big data analytics together
with Hadoop and its ecosystem.
Different from these works, in this paper we utilize a simple
additive weighting (SAW) method for scoring cellular sites
on a practical system that takes into account KPIs and their
priorities based on MNO’s policies. The objective of this
work is to utilize a methodology for evaluating each cell
site’s priority levels using various network planning tools
and different evaluation methodologies such as Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP). This proposed scoring methodology
helps in planning which cellular sites need higher priority
in terms of upgrades and support. As a use case scenario,
we demonstrate two examples for the distribution of site cost
scores over a large geographical service area of a MNOs in
Turkey.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
explains different network planning strategies and relevant
KPIs. Section III explains the studied ranking methodology
for cost score calculations. Section IV gives the results of
analysis. Finally, Section V gives out conclusions and future
directions.
II. S MART N ETWORK P LANNING AND I NVESTMENT
S TRATEGY FOR MNO S
Fig. 1 shows a visual diagram illustrating various KPIs for
building a priority planning and evaluation strategy for MNOs.

Smart evaluations of cells’ values using these KPIs can help
MNOs to plan network planning more efficiently and hence
improve ROI. We consider a set of multiple KPIs given by
D = {1, . . . D} with D KPIs for a set of BSs B = {1, . . . B}
with B number of BSs. Some of these KPIs are:
•

•

•
•

•
•

Customer Complaints based on customer relationship
management (CRM) data and customer call center
records,
Service quality: is inferred by evaluation of data and
voice service quality indicators per site. For voice services, call drop rates (%), for data service delays, success
rates in page browsing, etc. are of interest.
Revenue: Value of site is inferred from its data and voice
revenues.
Coverage: The coverage scenarios can cover different
scenarios including highways, village, urban or campus
environments each with different value.
Other operators: Competition value with the other operators in that region (e.g. number of BSs, density,etc).
Expenses: Installation and Operational Cost.

Some of the data for building the above evaluation KPIs can
be collected from different probes/interfaces. For example, for
network performance and signalling: A, Iu-CS, Iu-PS, Gn, Gi,
S5/S8, Gb interfaces, Base Station Subsystem (BSS); for billing
and services: subscriber data plan CRM data; for geographic
locations: Point of Location (POI), Cell-ID, and for terminal
info; smart phone data can be utilized.

A. Strategy for Weight Calculations
It should be noted that above KPIs can help MNOs to
evaluate and analyze each site’s priorities based on assigned
weights to each KPI based on MNOs’ preferences. Those KPI
weights can also be obtained via methods such as AHP [8]. In
AHP, a weight is generated based on a decision maker’s (i.e.
MNOs in our case) pairwise comparisons of each criteria (i.e.
KPIs of above). The importance of each KPI is proportional to
weight’s numerical superiority. In order to compute the weight
vector of KPI criterias, the AHP is first creates a pairwise
comparison matrix A. The matrix A is an D × D matrix.
Each entry ajk of the matrix A represents the importance of
j-th KPI relative to k-the KPI. If ajk > 1, then the j-th KPI
is more important than the k-th KPI, while if ajk < 1, then
the j-th KPI is less important than the k-th KPI. The entry
ajk = 1 if two KPIs have the same importance. The entries
ajk and akj satisfy the following constraint:
ajk × akj = 1

(1)

The relative importance between two KPIs is decided offline
and collected from MNOs that are planning to calculate site
scores for advanced planning. After constructing the A matrix,
we build the normalized pairwise comparison matrix Anorm
by making 1 of the sum of the entries of each column, i.e.
ajk
ājk = PD
l=1

alk

, ∀j, k

(2)

Fig. 1: Various KPIs for priority site planning and evaluation
of BSs performance for MNOs.

Then, the weight vector w=[w1 w2 . . . wD ] for each KPI is
calculated as,
PD
ājl
, ∀j
(3)
wj = l=1
D
An Illustrative Example of relative comparison of above
KPIs is given in Table I. From this table, e.g. customer
complaints is six times more important than expense whereas
service quality is three times more important than revenue. The values in the matrix A are calculated by (1).
The corresponding weight vector corresponds to w =
[0.06 0.14 0.24 0.20 0.12 0.24]T .
III. R ANKING BS S USING SAW METHOD
The proposed methodology uses various sources of information and then a weighting is performed over those KPIs
in order to perform customization and differentiation at each
BSs since the requirements at each site may differ. This results
in both weights and values be different for all BSs. Table II
shows KPIs, corresponding weights and the values for a single
BS−i ∈ B with a certain Cell-ID. The Weights, denoted by wi
for BS-i, and the corresponding Values denoted by zi for BSi, are obtained based on MNOs’ preferences as well as other
external tools’ evaluation results. For weights calculation, an
example is given above based on values of Table I and is also
used in Table II. For our analysis, without loss of generality,
we have utilized same calculated weights of AHP for all
BSs. For evaluating the value of each KPI, different factors
can be considered for each BS. For Coverage calculations,
additional population return, coverage improvement rate, additional field coverage, 3G and 4G speed test analysis, for
Service quality, Network Quality Indicator (NQI) for cellular
sites, for expenses lease, infrastructure availability, height of
BS tower, tower sharing options. In order to calculate values
for each KPI for a given BS, the Coverage value of BSs can
be evaluated with Atoll radio planning tool [9]; ARPU per site
and Revenue can be evaluated with call detail records (CDRs)
from datawarehouse; Expenses can be evaluated from external
database that includes rental rates and electricity usage fees;

TABLE I: An example of relative comparisons of KPIs for a given MNO.
Customer Complaints
1
2/3
2/5
1/5
1/3
1/2

Customer Complaints
Service quality
Revenue
Coverage
Other operators
Expenses

Service quality
3/2
1
1/3
1/2
1/2
2

and Service quality and statistical inferences can be evaluated
using Optima tool [10].
TABLE II: Evaluation Criteria of a single BS-i with KPIs, wi
and zi .
KPI
Customer Complaints
Coverage
Revenue
Service quality
Competitors
Expenses

wi
0.06
0.14
0.24
0.20
0.12
0.24

zi
70
98
85
40
70
80

For calculating the Cost Scorei of each BS-i ∈ B, we use
the following SAW formula:
X
Cost Scorei =
(wj × zj ),
(4)
j∈D

where wj and zj are the corresponding numerical values
obtained from Table II ∀j ∈ D KPIs. After Cost Score
calculation using Eq. (4) is performed, if the Cost Score is high
for a particular BS−i, it can be concluded that site location
needs additional investment planning. Hence, the output of the
SAW methodology gives ranked cell sites based on the values
and weights of each KPIs.
Different evaluation methods can be utilized to obtain the
numerical results given in Table II. For example, for calculating Revenue of from Table II, for a total of N subscribers
visiting a BS−i during a monthly period, the Revenue of BS-i
which can be represented as η i can be calculated as
η i = υ i + κi ,

(5)

where υ i is the voice service revenue and κi is the data service
revenue per BS-i. In order to calculate κi , first we denote the
bits fee data service consumed by m-th subscriber as i (m)
which is calculated as
αm
i (m) =
,
(6)
βm
where αm denotes m-th subscriber’s data services per month
and βm denotes m-th subscriber’s consumed data traffic per
month. Second, m-th subscriber data service revenue per cell
κi (m) is calculated as
κi (m) = i (m) × λi (m),

(7)

where λi (m) denotes the traffic of data services consumed by
m-th subscriber at BS-i. Finally, the Value of Revenue
κi =

N
X
m=1

κi (m).

(8)

Revenue
5/2
3
1
2
4
1/3

Coverage
5
2
1/2
1
4
1/3

Other operators
3
2
1/4
1/4
1
1/2

Expenses
2
1/2
3
2
2
1

Similar calculations as above can also be performed for
obtaining υ i to obtain Value of KPI Revenue η i . Other KPIs
given in Table II can have their corresponding calculation
methods in accordance with the externally utilized tools mentioned above.
In summary, our SAW method together with AHP can be
implemented in following simple consecutive steps:
1) Compute the vector of weights of each KPI.
2) For each BS Cell-ID
a) Compute the values of each KPIs based on externally utilized tools
b) Obtain the cost scores using (4).
3) Rank the BSs
IV. A NALYSIS R ESULTS
Based on the above calculations and obtained Cost Scores
over a large geographical area with many BSs, an example of
cell rank results for a given geographical service area of the
MNO in Turkey is given in Table III. For generating these
results, Table II is used as an input together with Eq. (4).
Table III illustrates that the Cell-IDs with high cost scores
are correspondingly ranked at top of the list. Moreover, in
order to observe cell rank list efficiently, Fig. 2 visualizes
those Cost Score distributions of each BS over the considered
geographical service area on a map. For visualization of Fig. 2,
we have utilized MapInfo Professional geographic information
system (GIS) software product [11]. These results demonstrate
to the cell planning experts that the locations of cell sites (e.g.
locations of Cell-IDs U IB1021 and U IB605 in our map) are
of importance when building new cell-sites.
TABLE III: Cell-ID, City-District, Cost Score and Rank.
Cell-ID
U IB0605
U IB1021
U IB0636
.
U IB0604
.
.
U IB0205
U IB0634

City-District
Istanbul-Kagthane
Istanbul-Kagithane
Istanbul-Besiktas
.
Istanbul-Kagithane
.
.
Istanbul-Besiktas
Istanbul-Besiktas

Cost Score
77.03
76.19
72.61
58.54

44.76
37.74

Rank
1
2
3
.
10
.
.
14
15

We repeat the same method for another case study where
a similar analysis utilized in different region of the network
infrastructure is performed in Fig. 3. The results in Fig. 3
indicate that cost score of BS with Cell-ID U IB0245 in
Istanbul-Fatih ranks the highest with a score of 73.78 and
is represented by red color. Other BSs with Cell-IDs such as
U IB0480 in Istanbul-Fatih with a score of 62.61, U IB0459

Fig. 2: First example of Cost Score distribution of BS Cell-IDs over a large geographical service area of MNO covering
Istanbul Kagthane and Besiktas districts in Turkey.

Fig. 3: Second example of Cost Score distribution of BS Cell-IDs over a large geographical service area of MNO covering
Istanbul Fatih and Beyoglu districts in Turkey.

in Istanbul-Fatih with a score of 62.62 surrounding the highest
rank BS are marked with yellow with second class ranking.

Therefore, these surrounding site areas also need additional
capacity improvements in order to improve the customer

satisfaction and reduce customer complaints based on the KPI
inputs.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have investigated a site priority technique
used by a MNO. Examples on how cell site importance can
be evaluated are utilized and practical applications have been
applied in real-life scenario for the considered geographical areas in Turkey. The evaluations use several evaluation KPIs and
determine the cost score distributions over a large geographical
area in order to find the worst site locations. As a future work,
we are planning to extend our results with capacity/coverage
scoring for addition of UMTS 900, 4G technologies to site
locations, hardware changes (for power increase), optimization
and load balancing using zone based or grid-based approaches.
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